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Motivation: Carbon electronics

- A single layer o f carbon atoms arranged in an

hexagonal mot if is called graphene (a mul tilayer

arrangementbeing called graphite).

- In 2004 graphene was prepared on a surface o f silicon

carbide by the group of Wal ter de Heer at Georgia Tech

[Ber2004 ] open ing the possibil ity o f using conventiona l

lithographic techniques to pattern the surface.

- In our research we th eoretically explore the behavior o f

graphene sheets pa tterned in various shapes of fu ture

devices. In par ticular we explore the tunable bandgap o f

carbon nanoribbons and the ballis tic transport o f

electrons on the graphene surface.

- We also explore the ef fect of an external e lectric f ield

(applied through a gate) and we are working on includ ing

a magnetic field as an additional perturbation.

Designing the device
● The sim ulation programs al low the user to hand s elect the atom s

of the graphene lattice that will form the device.
Patterns that could be tried include nanoribbons, ”T”s, pairs of
reservoirs, interconnects of various kinds and even nanowires.

Injection of electrons and their 
evolution

● The pr ogr am allows the us er to choos e a point of inject ion of

electrons that are subsequently monitored to observe their evolution.

● This part of the simulation is cruc ia l to understand these nove l

devices bec aus e they depart from t he traditional e lectr onic devices
that are bas ed on bulk notions of diffusion and mobil ity, while on

graphene quantum mechanics dominates.

Tight binding model
- I t is a simple approach to study the quantu m mechanical behavior o f electrons.

It was already considered for carbon by Wa llace in his seminal work on the band

theory of graphite [Wal1947].

- It considers a hopping energy for electrons tomove from atom to another.

- I f only nearest neig hbors are considered there is only one parame ter in the

Hamiltonian:

- For a given device made out o f graphene this means

that the Ha mil tonian ma trix w ill be sparse,which makes

it easy to di agonalize using standard ma thema tical

techniques such as the Jacobian method.
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Calculating the Hamiltonian 
and diagonalizing the matrix

-Our programs use the device

designed by the user to genera te a

Hamilto nian ma trix th at contains all

the nearest neighbor potentials.

- The ma trix so generated is

diagonalized using the Jacobian

method . This procedure has the

option of showing the progress as a

graphical depictio n o f the matrix

elements.

The e igen-energies ob tained from

diagonalization show th e expected

semiconducting gap in the case of

armchair ribbons and gap less

distribution for zigzag cases.

We also obtain the e igenvectors that

describe the evolutio n o f the

electrons when they move on the

lattice.

Outlook
The addi tion o f e lectric and magne tic fields to observe th e ef fect of their

perturbations is planned as the next step in these studies. Also the presence of

thermal en ergy will be considered . This way more realist ic devices will be

simulated
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